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Abstract

What if a computer wasn’t necessarily
the best place for kids to learn the
fundamentals of coding? A new wave of
digital coding teaching tools has been
ushered into America, with the country
progressively gaining more interest in
having kids learn code.
The goal of this project has been
to propose an alternative teaching
method, one focused and tailored
to students who learn best through
kinesthetic and visual means.
The approach has been to combine
tangible interaction principles to
help make the introductory stages of
learning code as approachable and
intuitive as possible.
The final result of this thesis is a
modular toy system which gradually
introduces kids to the fundamentals
of coding independent of a computer,
prompting exploration and problem
solving.
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“We tie a knot and find ourselves in a partnership with string in our
exploration of space. Objects are able to catalyze self creation.”
(Turkle, 2007).
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Introduction

Background

Personal Interest

Collaboration

Goals/Wishes

In 2013, president Barack Obama joined with Computer
Science Education Week to speak to the benefits of
teaching coding literacy and computational thinking
to kids, “The ability to write computer software—to
code—is an important skill. It moves people from
being consumers of technology to creators of it. An
understanding of coding helps people learn new
strategies for solving problems and harness the power
of computers to realize their own visions, whatever they
may be”(M.Deloura, 2013).

My choice in thesis topic was in part inspired by my
own challenges learning to code. I’ve slowly discovered
that I learn best through concrete examples and highly
visual processes. Abstract concepts never really stuck, or
if they did it was only because I translated them into a
comparable physical metaphor. Loops were pictured as
roller coasters on tracks, exponents represented as the
speed of the cart – I truly needed these representations.

Although I had no explicit collaboration partner,
this thesis would not have been possible without
the generous assistance of Umeå’s Östtegs skola for
allowing me to observe and study with their coding
classes.

Goals:

Despite the predicted benefits of coding literacy and
computational thinking, the actual process of learning
these skills can be extremely arduous – many students
are discouraged by the steep learning curve, the
unfamiliar way of thinking, the complex syntax, the new
mathematical concepts, and finally the text formatting
typically required to write code. Most walk away from the
subject before they can get to a level of understanding
where they can be creative, and rewarded for their
efforts.
There’s an additional challenge in that traditional
coding is a text command based system, and trying to
visualize the flow of logic can appear initially arbitrary
and abstract, especially for small kids who learn better
with visual or physical examples. The learner must
visualize and make sense of the lines of text in order
to understand how the different chunks of logic snap
together and make the code function. I believe this is an
opportunity to distance away from the idea of teaching
code using just code examples, and rather educate kids
as to how coding functions on a much more basic level.
I believe the basics of code, the logic triggers and
connections can all be instead taught outside of the
computer, in the physical world. Many young kids
struggle with languages, reading, and writing, but
they understand Legos. They understand the logic of
mechanism, connections, and links. I want to translate
the complexity of learning computer code into this
experience and play based style. This project will
explore how we might employ tangible interaction
and embodied learning as a means of giving young
kids the necessary tools to make sense of coding and
computational thinking. Or to put it simply: How might
we make learning the basics of coding as intuitive as
building with blocks?
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Introduction

My initial inspiration to explore the potentials of
tangible interaction in regards to coding was not
actually inspired by the long history of tangible coding
products, but rather a personal experience during my
Bachelors. When I was in industrial design school we
had to learn about different manufacturing processes.
The teachers had tried to explain to us the concept of
an extrusion: essentially you push a material like clay
or molten metal through a specifically shaped hole to
create a long spaghetti-like version of the shape. This
concept is hard to explain with words but the teachers
simply said “You know a Play-doh fun factory toy? It
works like that”.

That toy was an easily understood physical
representation of (to our minds at the time) a very
abstract concept. I believe creating tools/toys that can
function in the same way to illustrate abstract coding
concepts presents a great opportunity to re-define the
way coding is introduced to kids in schools – making it
more inclusive and easily accessible to those who might
learn better through visual or kinesthetic means.

Mitch Sinclair, Design Director at IDEO, was my external
advisor throughout the process, providing counseling,
enthusiasm and support.

Design Approach
The goal of this project was to make tangible and
accessible the highly abstract and text-based core
principles of learning code.
The overall approach was heavily focused on
experimental/exploratory prototyping which was
inspired by a focused secondary research into key
elements of coding logic. These experiments occurred
throughout the entire project. As new evidence was
uncovered through other prototypes or research, it was
incorporated and fed back into the evolution of the
prototypes.

•

To create a learning toy that is highly Visual/
Kinesthetic to represent core coding concepts

•

To create a toy that stands as a more accessible
entry point to learning and understanding coding

•

To create a tangible means of expressing abstract
complex logic structures so that kids have a
visual and experiential reference point of coding
mechanics

•

To build a system that highlights the flow of
information through code

•

To teach kids the basics of computational thinking
through playing with tangible toys

Wishes:
•

That this system will encourage kids to develop their
understanding of coding as a self initiated process
not something assigned by curriculum

•

That this system will help demonstrate that
computational thinking/coding can be relevant to
kids everyday lives, not just an septate exercise/skill

•

That this system will inspire kids who are interested
in the power of coding, but are currently frustrated
with the current tools

•

That the system will reinforce and celebrate a child’s
progress, not discourage them

These prototypes were created to articulate specific
coding concepts, and were run through a testing phase
to examine the success at which they communicated
each concept and were approachable to kids. The
resulting final system stands as a culmination of these
efforts.

Because in the end, being able to code is one of the
purest forms of expression possible. It’s the ability to
make real things you’ve only pictured in your head, to
give them life and intelligence. This ability is something
that should be accessible to all, and now is the time
to create better tools to invite kids of all skills levels
towards it.
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Research

Research Methods
This thesis began with an initial secondary research
phase beginning with a deep dive literature review
looking into such topics as the history of tangible
coding, the principles of designing for children,
developmental psychology, computer science core
principles and modern coding education platforms.
For primary research, a series of interviews were
conducted with coding professionals, classically trained
coders, developers of children’s educational games as
well as self proclaimed visual thinkers. The insights from
these interviews were summarized and influenced a
series of design principles to be taken forward.
A two day research trip shadowing an elementary
school coding class was conducted in coordination with
Umeå’s Östtegs skola. This trip demonstrated the use
of a currently used popular digital coding education
platform – Code.org.
An online survey was deployed with the express
purpose of determining pain points associated with
learning to code (in both classical and graphical
varieties). It was completed by current students at Umeå
university as well as students from the US.
The core element of the initial research was a substantial
exploratory prototyping phase which was completed in
order to determine what base level logic elements of
coding were able to be communicated through tangible
means.

10
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Secondary Research

Secondary Research

Designing for Children

Tangible Coding

In order to get a better understanding of which age
group I wanted to focus on, I first looked into the
basics of developmental psychology. Following Piaget
development theory, I determined that the optimal
age range would land squarely within the Concrete
Operations stage of 7-11, when kids are first able to
begin understanding abstract concepts. It became
clear during further research into other tangible coding
projects that this was the generally advised age range.

One of the earliest examples of tangible coding was
Algoblock (Suzuki & Kato,1995). The system had
two major components, the input, in this case large
metal blocks representing commands, and the output
– a digital submarine listening to those commands
navigating an obstacle course.

“Tangible, or graspable user interfaces help
bridge the gap between the virtual world
and the physical world by allowing us to
manipulate digital information directly with
our hands.”(McNerney,2007).

This basic structure of tangible input with a simple
character navigating an obstacle has remained with
tangible coding projects until this day. More recent
Online visual coding projects such as MIT’s Scratch use a
similar principle.

These systems seek to teach kids the fundamentals of
computational thinking, sequencing and understanding
the very cause and effect nature that is computer
programming.

“Sensorimotor Stage: From birth–2, kids start to figure out the objects
that make up their world.
Preoperational Stage: From 2–6, children are egocentric and only
understand concepts and objects as they relate to them.
Concrete Operations Stage: From 7–11, kids start to use inductive
logic to solve problems.
Formal Operations Stage: 12 and up, children can use abstract thought
and deductive reasoning to gain knowledge. “
(Gelman, 2014)

I also explored the ways in which children of different
ages react to complex problems and proceed to analyze
them. Overall my greatest takeaway was to highlight
not just the beginning and end of a problem, but every
stage in between. If theres is ever a lapse in connection,
kids start to balloon out their own explanations of
problems, which can override key learnings.

“A tangible programming language
is similar to a text-based or visual
programming language. However, instead
of using pictures and words on a computer
screen, tangible languages use physical
objects to represent various programming
elements, commands, and flow-ofcontrol structures. Students arrange and
connect these objects to form physical
constructions that describe computer
programs.”(Horn,2007).

Output
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Tangible Interaction also has the potential to benefit
those those who learn better through visual, kinesthetic
or embodied means. These tangible systems give
them physical ways of manipulating and engaging with
abstract concepts. If built correctly, tangible objects can
behave in the same way that kids are imagining their
own mental models. By giving them concrete objects to
play with, we can reinforce the tools they use to imagine
complex concepts

Abstract
Concept

Mental
Model

Object
Representing
Mental Model
of Abstract
Concept

Tangible Interaction

Scratch

Input

Additionally, the restrictive nature of the physical form
of tangible coding systems helps alleviate many of the
common mistakes that kids can encounter in text based
coding programs. Blocks or pieces are designed to only
fit together in a certain number of ways, repelling any
component which is not meant to work together. This is
a much more guided stage, as opposed to text based
programs where kids are given free reign, and with it
infinite opportunities to go wrong.
Tangible coding systems can be seen as a very cursory
level introduction. They have a large number of
constraints (due to their physical form), and physical
feedback systems that prevent kids from making more
basic errors that could discourage them. However as
they progress and learn beyond the basics of code, they
can progress through more complex methods of inputs
such as visual and text based.

Algoblocks

Input

Tangible coding systems have the added benefit that
they are much more approachable than their digital
counterparts. They can be manipulated by multiple
kids simultaneously, sometimes, “children were able to
understand the icon-based programming syntax, even if
they could not read.” (Horn,Crouser, Bers, 2011).

“Without the incentive or the materials
to build powerful, concrete ways to think
about problems involving systematicity,
children are forced to approach such
problems in a groping, abstract
fashion.”(Papert,1980).

Output
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Secondary Research

Secondary Research

Competitor Analysis
Opportunities:
• Even though these are tangible systems, most have
invisible signals
• Commands are the most common elements to be
made tangible, not logic
• Most toys were planned for brief periods of
engagement
• Overuse of tiny robots as final output

What are these projects teaching?

In my mind I had previously imagined code as a series
of modular components that represented the flow of
code. I imagined a merging between the code itself and
the output into a single contained system much like a
Rube Goldberg machine. This realization allowed me to
narrow down my focus into developing a toy that would
make the structure (logic) and the framework of code a
tangible and connected system, not just the commands.

Control

Strawbies

GO UP
TURN RIGHT
Examples of
Tangible Commands
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Horn, M. & Jacob, R. (2007).

Strawbies is a combination of an iPad app with computer vision and
a series of tangible blocks. Each block is a command for a small
character on screen to follow. Eventually the goal is to lead it step by
step over obstacles to collect strawberries.
Input: Command blocks, Limited Control Structure Blocks
Output: Digital character movement
Teaches: Sequencing, Command Chains, Loops
Unique: Makes use of simple story telling to immerse kids in a world

The process of learning to code can be approached
in a number of different ways. Some projects aim at
simply teaching computational thinking which is the
basic ability to problem solve sequentially. Others
bring in more complex mathematical concepts such
as algorithms or sorting. Overall the most common
element that these projects focused on was sequencing
– the ability to learn which commands need to go in
which order in order to break down a problem into its
smaller components.
Since I entered into this thesis with only a cursory
understanding of previous tangible coding projects,
I came to realize that there was a large disconnect
between what I was expecting to find in researching this
area and what had already been developed. I felt that
simply making the commands tangible was similar to
giving kids an easier to use keyboard.

Result

Control

Result

Cubi

Cubi is a series of glowing modular blocks where each block can be
adjusted by rotating a knob on it. Each block represents one action a
robot can perform. For example, a “Wait” block can be modified to
make the robot wait from between 1 second to 5 seconds.
Input: Command blocks, Limited Control Structure Blocks
Output: Physical robot movements
Teaches: Sequencing, Command Chains, Variables, Loops
Unique: The use of light feedback to show which commands the robot
is currently reading

Various

Control

Result

Cubetto

Cubetto was recently funded on Kickstarter, representing the newest
addition to tangible programming. Each block represents one action
the robot can perform such as left right stop or forward. There’s also a
custom block that can be programmed to represent a sub program.
Input: Blocks along a track
Output: Small robot
Teaches: Sequencing, sub programs
Unique: Nesting programs being taught to young kids.

Controls

Result

LittleBits - Logic

In addition to teaching kids the basics of electronics, LittleBits also has
an expansion pack dedicated to teaching simple boolean operators.
The physical structure of the blocks mimics the shape of particular
structures such as “&&”.
Input: Modular electrical blocks
Output: Various, Sound, Light, Robot
Teaches: &&, Or, NAND, NOR
Unique: Blocks mimic control structures, not just commands

VS
Loop
Example of a
Tangible Logic Control
Structure

Code.org/Scratch

Code.org and Scratch, although not tangible themselves, represent
the largest coding education tools in use today. Their visual interface
allows kids to quickly drag and drop code structures, commands and
then see robots or other characters act out their programs.
Input: Visual code blocks
Output: Digital characters
Teaches: Sequencing, Variables, Loops, Flow
Unique: Website creates ambient noise and sound effects to immerse
kids. Also recognizable characters are great incentives to learn code

Controls

Quetzal/TERN

Result

These projects show a hybrid approach to making tangible
commands, and control structures. Pieces snap together to form
chains, some represent the form of the code while others are
commands to be read. These are then sent to a robot to navigate an
obstacle course.
Input: Linked pieces
Output: Small robot
Teaches: Sequencing, Variables, Loops, Flow
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Secondary Research

Coding Terminology

VS

The code itself vs the flow of code control structures.
On the right is an example code written out in Javascript. It explains how to make a program that will
automatically create shipping addresses to potential
companies based on where they are located in the
world. On the left is a diagram which shows not the
code, but a visual translation of each decision the
program has to make, and each potential outcome of
that decision. The diagram on the left is closer to what I
aimed at focusing on in this project.
Not just making the text translated into little rearrangeable blocks, but giving kids something more
similar to a road map like the flow of information on the
left.
The reason that map looks as it does is because the
“Control structures” of the code decided that this was
the sequence and order that these commands would be
executed. I strove to create a physical representation of
this decision tree flowchart. It was in these complications
I chose to focus my efforts in order to provide kids with
a clearer mental road map.

Primary Research

Coding Control Structures/Concepts

Research Trip

While many other tangible coding projects focus on
making specific commands tangible, such as creating
a block telling a robot to “go forward ”or “go back”,
I aimed at making the control structures, or the “roads
in code” more tangible so that kids might gain a better
mental model for how code flows.
Here are the initial concepts/structures that I gathered
based on previous projects. Through the project many
concept were eliminate but these were the core ideas I
hoped to make tangible so that kids could have a base
level understanding of the available tools they could
use. Because knowing all the syntax in the world won’t
help you unless you have the knowledge of these basic
concepts and how to apply them.

The research trip took place over the course of two days
at a specialized coding class in Umeå’s Östtegs skola.
The class was composed of twenty students in 4th,
5th and 6th grades who had chosen it for a special two
week elective course. Prior to starting the class, they
had never worked with coding before.

“Infinite loop”

Overall the students seemed very competent with the
limited examples they were given. They especially
enjoyed overloading the games and “breaking”
the website. When students were particularly proud
of something they achieved, they would drag their
classmates over to their laptops and display their work.

Do these things, and keep doing them over and over again until the
end of the universe.

“Loop, end if”

Do these things, and keep doing them over and over again until the
end of the universe, but if something specific occurs, exit out of the
loop.

“True/False ”

If this is true, do this, if its not true, don’t do it.

“While, Do”

While something is going on/true, Do this thing. When its not going
on, don’t do the thing.

“If, Else”

If something is true, do thing one, Else do thing two.

“&&”

Boolean Operator, Double AND. Two things have to be true in order
for a third thing to happen

“Or”

Boolean Operator, One of two things have to be true, in order for a
third thing to happen.

“Do, Until”

Keep doing this thing, until some condition is met.

For an hour they played with Code.org’s sequential
lesson plans, dragging and dropping text elements,
and controlling characters on a simple grid. They
used commands such as “move up, left, right” in
order to guide their characters to the goal. Eventually
escalating to building more complicated games with
logic elements such as making a robot walk around and
programming it to avoid enemies.

On the second day, a new teacher entered the room,
and began speaking about how the kids would now
learn to code in C#, a much older, entirely text based
programming language.

This shift in reception between these two teaching
tools, Code.org and C#, demonstrated the progress
made over the last 20 years of coding education tools,
and gave hope that this next generation of tangible
tools could represent such a big shift in the progress of
coding education.
Other Observations:
•
•

•

There’s a difference between a “failure” and an
interesting failure (Kids could fail on purpose to get
an interesting result)
Creating easy wins/giving an immediate benefit
ensures that kids keep using the program (If they
don’t know why they’re doing something they will
stop)
Kids immediately shared what they had created
with their friends and teamed up to solve bigger
problems (Sense of pride/more meaningful learning
in a group)

Several students drew out maps to solve coding
problems

This completely shifted the dynamic of the room. Gone
were the bright colors and familiar characters – instead
kids were instructed to open a basic text editor. The
teacher attempted to explain the simple process of
getting the computer to return the classic line “Hello
World”, thus showing that the computer was thinking
and behaving according to programming.
The change in the classroom was dramatic. The
volume increased; students were confused and didn’t
understand why they had to perform this simple
exercise. The students quickly lost interest, the process
of having the computer return the simple “Hello World”
was by no means a suitable replacement for the games
they had been building earlier. Many deviated from the
plan and returned back to Code.org’s colorful familiar
context.

Kid dragging and dropping commands to control his
character and overcome obstacles

Students attempt to use C# after coding introduction
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Primary Research

Research Through Building

Primary Research

Learnings from Building

Randomizer
To use “random” you have to define a certain range of
number values, and the code will take one value from
within this set each time it is called, thus the number that it
spits out will be randomly chosen from within the set. This
model is based on a pachinko machine, as a ball is placed
in the top, it bounces off pins on its way down and ends up
in a different random channel each time.

First and foremost I wanted to establish which early
concepts within code were even possible to translate
into a physical form. I began building every concept that
I knew from my own coding experience. The concepts
were oftentimes not compatible with each other,
but were stand alone sculptures that articulated one
concept each. Many concepts were eliminated as they
were too complicated and non-essential to represent
the initial stages of learning to code.
The major learning from this phase was that it was
essential to build a system where different concepts
could connect with each other. Also, these structures
needed to be something that would invite kids to
interact with them, as they were of little use as static
physical objects.
After this first building phase I focused my efforts on
articulating these core concepts:
IF, Else
AND, OR
RANDOM
LOOP
INPUTS
OUTPUTS

Early prototype for
visualizing the flow of a signal
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1<2
True/False
This experiment was the first hybrid physical/digital
experiment I conducted. Here the light illuminates when
the sphere is present, IE it is considered “True”. If the
ball is not present, the light will not be illuminated and
will be considered “False”. The light as a representation
of “feedback” in the system was a key learning from this
experiment.

Greater than, Less than.
Another basic mathematical concept that is used in coding
is the idea of a “check” or a comparison. Here this seesaw
type device evaluates whether or not a value is greater
than, less than, or equal to a per-determined value. This
was the closest concept to a physical representation that I
could create.

Loop
A loop is a logic structure in coding which states that
all the commands within it be conducted over and over
again. I attempted to convey this by building a slot track
in which a metal ball could roll around in. The idea was
that eventually it might be expanded so that the ball
would trigger certain commands as it rolled around the
track. Overall I would say this was the most influential and
closely linked to the final design of the thesis.

Variable
One of the key abstract yet essential mathematical concepts in coding is the idea of a “variable”. The way it is
typically explained is that it is a “container” in which a value can be stored, and then modified. Here the container
element is represented as a hollow sphere, and the values
contained within are the metal spheres. X=3, x=4, x=2.
However this level of detail exceeded the desired goals of
the project.
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Primary Research

Research Summary

Interviews

Online Survey

Problem Analysis

Opportunity

The goal of these interviews was to gather a wide
variety of perspectives on the process of teaching,
learning, and using code. Since coding education has
existed for many decades, the tools have evolved and
changed rapidly, thus the learning experience has
been varied. The challenges faced in both teaching
and learning code were summarized into the design
principles for this project.

I conducted an Online survey with 35 respondents with the express purpose of determining what were the
biggest pain points associated with learning to code.
There was a wide age group of respondents, and thus
the introductory tools they used were quite different.
Primarily people of 20-30 years old had learned using
Processing, a program which through a text input
creates graphical results on screen. Older generations
tended to have started with BASIC, and even earlier
program that was exclusively text input and text output
which relied heavily on mathematical principles. Despite
these differences the core logic of learning to code
remained similar, and the pain points were fairly similar.

With traditional coding education there is a strong
emphasis on math concepts, and as a result the learning
curve is quite challenging with the time between
trial and reward. This method of teaching also leaves
students who learn better with visuals or kinesthetic
means, struggling to keep pace as they have to
personally take the time to translate text into mental
models.

A newfound push has accelerated coding learning
tools but in the process has created tools with similar
challenges to those they were replacing. Now is a
chance to influence and form what the introductory
point into coding can be and form people’s opinions
about what coding can do.

!

For brief highlights from interview results please
see appendix

Carl-Erik Engqvist
Educational Game Maker
Hum Lab- X

Rickard Åström
Coding Teacher
Umeå University

Summary of pain points:
Visualizing what the code you’ve written is actually
doing is difficult
It feels like you can’t see
Trying to understand the flow of coding logic is
challenging
You have to take the time to mentally translate the logic
structures to understand why they’re behaving in the
way that they are
Trying to connect the dots between examples and
amazing results can be hard
The applications of what you’re learning aren’t always
obvious

Currently there are platforms being developed that are
more modern, relying on graphical coding elements,
which are entirely geared to increase the number of kids
learning to code. However many of even these tools
still maintain challenges students have faced for the last
twenty years.
They primarily teach coding as a completely separate
and distinct exercise removed from every day life –
typically a set of digital tools that is a designed for
efficiency, not approachability.
Even within tangible coding projects, there are still
challenges –suffering from a fundamental lack of
correlation between real problems and the concepts
they were trying to teach. Additionally they tended to
focus exclusively on making explicit commands tangible,
whereas the overall flow of information through a
system was secondary.

Strategy
By creating an approachable system – one that is not
distanced as a separate activity but rather integrated
into daily routines – kids can dictate their own pace
of learning, and feel rewarded by solving their own
problems.
Now is the time to be bringing these coding concepts
into a form that kids can engage with on an everyday
basis, not just an hour of code.
Additionally with an emphasis on physical interaction
as opposed to exclusively digital content, kids can
work together and create a highly visible system that
highlights the logics and connections by basing them in
our physical reality, not a digital one.

Things go wrong and you don’t know why
The limited amounts of feedback are few and far
between
Mariano Velazman
Classically Trained Coder
Umeå University

The lack of structure to guide you is daunting
With text inputs, you have an infinite set of ways to fail
and potentially only one way to make it work

Jenni Toriseva
Visual Thinker
Umeå University
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Design Principles

Design Principles

From Primary Research

From Secondary Research

Bring the amazing results sooner/
Reinforcement of victories
Often students who learn code
through traditional methods find the
initial learning curve challenging and
the rewards limited.
How might we take the spectacular
results that come with knowing code
for many years, and provide similar
levels of satisfaction in order to ensure
kids keep learning code

Visualize the structure of the system
as a whole, not just commands
Many other tangible coding projects
focus on translating text commands
into tangible blocks.
How might we create a method of
building not just text commands, but
bit by bit laying out the entire structure of a piece of code?

22

Predict the journey through the
code, not just the input and the end
result
You give code an input, and wait to
see if it pops out on the other side.
It is very difficult to see “Where” the
computer is looking, and as such hard
to see where errors are occurring
How might we ensure that kids always
have a clear understanding of “where”
in the code they are? How might we
better orient themselves within the
structure of a code?

Solve real problems not abstract
problems
Often students who learn code
through traditional methods find the
initial learning examples dry and not
very relevant to their lives
How might we bring coding closer to
kids’ real life and enable them to help
them help themselves?

One Idea, One Object
Avoiding mental model overload is
challenging when learning coding
concepts since so many are learned at
around the same time.
How might we create clear mental
links between distinct coding concepts
and tangible objects?

Help visualize the flow

Seamless feedback

Lessen the “failure” factor.

Although text based code is incredibly
rigid, the logic/ information that runs
through it is always in motion.

There’s often a lag between building
code, and then seeing if it functions as
you intended.

Many coding education tools run kids
through very concrete exercises to
learn specific concepts, when kids fail,
they feel defeated.

How might we provide more ample
feedback, sooner, to ensure kids get
the information they need to see if
their code will work before they run it?

How might we encourage through
exploration as opposed to punishing
through specific concept learning
goals?

How might we instead of envisioning
code as something static, help provide
an indication of the motion and flow of
information?

Don’t just give problems. Give
characters, obstacles and
motivations.

Cause and effect: kids need to know
why things are happening, not just
that they are happening

Storytelling is how young kids make
sense of their world. Whether it’s
about themselves or other characters,
stories help them frame ideas.

Kids can get overwhelmed by
examples that are created by others
and have to take the time to decode
what is actually happening in them.

How might make use of story-telling
principles to help make examples
more relate-able to kids as opposed
to abstract problems?

How might we help kids decode/make
sense of existing examples/ help make
their own?

Encourage Collaboration not
Isolated Learning
Collaboration is often the result
of tangible interfaces, it should be
encouraged
How might the hyper visual aspects
of a system be used to encourage
participation and group learning?
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Concept Development

Methods
The ideation phase began with another round
of exploratory prototyping with a specific
focus on determining the potential benefits of
physical vs digital or even hybrid systems.
An ideation/exploration workshop was
conducted with the purpose of isolating
what coding concepts were able to be easily
explained and additionally to highlight how to
convey them to kids.
Key principles in terms of how to communicate
coding concepts were isolated from this
workshop and used to prompt ideation into
two sacrificial concepts using a concept-in-aday method.
Following these sacrificial concepts, a reframing of context of the project occurred,
resulting in a final more focused single
direction.
This single concept was then developed over
the course of a month. It was tested using
a Wizard of Oz style prototype. Based on
the success of the testing, the final design
direction was cemented and the final concept
developed.
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Concept Development

Ideation Workshop

Ideation Explorations

Sacrificial Concept

Based on a number of insights during research I
conducted a week of sprints investigating how to use
story telling to better explain logic concepts in coding.

Following Ideation and exploration I attempted to
consolidate my findings into a series of sacrificial
concepts to see how my findings could be combined.

To jump start ideation I ran an initial workshop with 10
participants – 5 well versed with coding, and 5 with
more of a cursory understanding. Participants were
tasked with one challenge: Explain a simple coding
logic concept as if they were talking to a ten year
old. They were provided with a specific logic concept
(randomly assigned), and asked to work at a particular
scale. (Either a small toy, a built environment or a large
system.)
My initial goals were as follows:
•
•

To prompt ideation on different scales
To observe how others explain complex flow of
logic concepts
To see if there are any patterns as to how they
explain such concepts

•

Two main strategies emerged from the workshop. First,
participants would tell a small story, complete with a
protagonist, a goal, and an obstacle they needed to
overcome. The second strategy was to create a machine
that directly mimicked the concept being explained
with no further explanation. Some other minor learnings
were that most participants visualized concepts in terms
of roads or pathways, which seemed to be the most
effective way of visualizing the concept of a “before”
state, a destination and a path to achieve it.
Of the provided concepts scales, the most successful
at explaining the concepts were small toy scale and
environmental scale. Larger scale concepts such as
playing a game were too vague to make solid.

!

For the complete list of results please see appendix

Example:
Prompt: Explain to a child the idea of an “Infinite loop”,
and build it at the scale of a large environment.
What is an Infinite Loop: Do a thing, and keep doing it
over and over again until the end of the universe.
Here a participant explained the idea of an infinite loop
using the story of Sisyphus, the Greek myth. A man is
cursed by the gods to push a boulder up a hill and at
the end of the day the boulder rolls back down the hill,
dooming him to an eternity of repeating this same task.

Story Telling Exercise Communicating “&&“
This exercise attempted to convey the Boolean operator
“double and”. Essentially, only if two conditions are
met is something allowed to progress. In this case a
character is prevented from rolling down a pathway by a
door. The door can only be opened when two switches
are activated. Once both switches turn green the door
opened and the character is to continue along his way.
The experiment made a great deal of sense to me,
however it was essentially a non engaging experience
for anyone viewing it. What I took away from it was that
highlighting where things were and visualizing where
they were going were essential to showing the state of
the system.
For additional ideation experiments see appendix

!

Sacrificial Concept 1
Kids controlled robots in a playing field and interacted
with a series of control tracks, which stood for specific
coding logics, such as “loops”. They could then place
specific commands within slots along the track. These
command tokens would be illuminated by a light
scanning bar, which would highlight which commands
the robot was currently listening to. The system could
be expanded for up to 4 players, inviting collaboration
and competition.
While this concept was in line with some of the key
design principles laid out in the research phase – highly
visual, highlighting cause and effect, and showing the
flow of information, it fundamentally betrayed others.
It did very little to help kids solve their own problems,
instead existing as a highly separate activity.
Overall this concept did inspire my final project, but it
also and ushered in a new stage of re-evaluating my
process.
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A change in direction

Concept Development

Shifting Context

Marble Track Inspiration

As I created sacrificial concepts I began to realize that
they suffered from a lack of a specific context; each
would have been equally appropriate in a school, as in
a science museum. In this way I felt obliged to observe
contexts that had been somewhat less explored in other
research projects – for example exclusively for use within
children’s homes. Since a growing number of parents
are extremely interested in involving their kids in coding
from a early age, and the schools cannot bear all the
responsibility, it seems logical that parents would want
to encourage kids to begin their coding education at
home where they can observe them.

While looking at the home context, I studied in which
rooms kids would play with certain toys. In this process I
re-discovered a play space that had yet to be explored.
In many homes in the US, the kitchen and in particular
the refrigerator stands as the central space of the home.
Kids re-arrange and play with magnets on them, parents
use them as display spaces for the kids artworks; but to
me the most interesting element on refrigerators was a
toy called a Marble Track.

3rd Space Context

A Marble Track is a simple modular toy, usually
composed of a series of tubes stuck to a fridge with
magnets. Kids can arrange them as they see fit, adding
breaks in the track for jumps before dropping marbles
into the tubes and having them roll down the channels.
This idea of a reposition-able track system, one that
highlights cause and effect resonated with my early
explorations from the research phase. I began to see
how many logic concepts in coding could be translated
and explained with such a toy. This inspirational toy
served as basis for all future work in the project.

Initial Concept
The basic idea for the system was to make a new type of
marble track where each piece of the track represented
a 1:1 relationship with a specific logic concept. Using
this system, kids could build programs to solve real life
problems. Their “code” would react to stimuli in the
real world, and the system they build would solve the
problem.

Input
Triggers
“Proximity”
Logic
pathway
“AND”

Several elements of the traditional marble track already
lent themselves towards being used to communicate
basic logic used in code:
•
•
•
•
•

Marbles in channels are highly visible - showing
cause and effect
It has a way of showing where you are in the system
(A ball)
The channels that funnel the marbles around were
similar to the way participants in the ideation
workshop described logic
The system builds to make something that is bigger
than the sum of their parts.
They’re also reposition-able and a metaphor that
kids already understand.

Output
Module
“Bell”

First non functioning prototype of the system
This arrangement shows a configuration that “IF mom AND
Toby both come home THEN ring a bell 4 times.

Now began the process of developing a system that
would behave in a way that coding worked. This new
concept direction was divided into 3 stages

School Context

Inputs - Sensors that react to the environment and
when triggered drop a ball into the system
They start the “program” and react to stimuli. Essentially
input modules function like an “IF” Logic Statement.
If a certain condition is true, then drop a ball. The first
input sensors were modules that reacted to light, sound,
physical proximity and temperature.
Home Context

A Toy Marble Track
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Logic Paths- The pathways that marbles travel
through form the code structures and stand for
particular logic elements.
These are the pathways of the entire system. They give
it certain behaviors and intelligences that mimic logic
control structures in code. These structures include “or”,
“and”,”loop”, “random”.
Outputs
They are the effect in cause and effect, they make things
happen and are the end of the line. The first round
of outputs included blinking lights, playing sounds,
rotating motors and vibration feedback.

First functioning prototype

This prototype was developed in a rapid sprint using
SAM lab modules. Key features were the light feedback
which illuminated whenever that module dropped a ball.

!

Many more prototypes that were halfway steps
between these early explorations and the final
model are located in the appendix.
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Survey

Question: If you could make a machine that could help you (or your family), what would it do?

For example: “I would make a machine that when my dog barks, the machine would open the door for him to go outside”

I would make a machine, it would be called

Everytime

(Something happens)

(Name)

Simultaneous to developing the marble system, I
realized that such a system’s success would be entirely
dependent on the types of problems that kids would be
able to solve with it. If it couldn’t help them in their daily
lives then it likely wouldn’t be utilized beyond the initial
entertainment value.
In this pursuit I deployed a simple survey to 30+
elementary school kids in both Sweden and Rhode
Island USA. Overall the survey asked “If you could make
a machine that could help you or your family, what
would it do?”. This was presented in the framework of a
Mad-Lib Style answer which ensured that kids would be
solving problems that occurred repeatedly, and in this
way would have to think in terms of inputs and outputs.

the machine would

Concept Check - Technical Feasibility

To establish whether or not such a system could truly
function as I had envisioned, I underwent a week long
design sprint to create a working prototype.

(Do something)

Draw it!

Your Name:

Thanks so Much!
Email pictures to: Taismauk@gmail.com

Infrared Beam Detector Trigger
Since the system would be using marbles highlight the flow between the components in the system, I needed to find
a way to have a marble reliably trigger something as it was rolling around. The solution was an Infrared detector beam.
Essentially an emitter shoots an invisible beam of light across the track, where it is received by an IR receiver. As the
ball passes through the beam, it temporarily disrupts the beam, and this interrupt can be used to signal many different
effects.

It read “I would make a machine that every time
________ happened it would react by ______”
Learnings:
•

Primarily that the problems that kids have and
the problems that adults have are fundamentally
different and that they shouldn’t be asked to
problem solve in the same way.

•

will immediately make a robot, a robot as an “actor”
because it is easy to draw and visualize what it is
doing.
•

Removable Outputs

When you ask kids to make a machine 90% of them

It might have been more useful to present kids with

Teamatic 5000

Since the system was to be highly modular the ability to swap different outputs was needed. Here is a prototype of a
removable card, in this case a vibration motor. The copper tape on the bottom allows current to pass through when it is
activated by the above IR beam break. This basic form could be replaced with another output, such as sound or light.

Every time, “My mom wants tea”
It will, “Make tea for mom”

specific problems, and then ask them to make a
machine to solve them.
It was truly delightful seeing what kinds of things
that kids of this age group found to be their greatest
problems. It also reinforced my belief that my system
would be able to make many of their ideas possible.
a complete list of adorable kids’ robots
! For
and their problem solving prowess, please see
appendix
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Birthday Bot
When you come home, if you pull a lever and press a
button, the machine will make a birthday

Putting it all together
This prototype represented a major proof of viability in terms of the overall system. On the left was a removable output
cartridge (in this case a bell). It had a reliable carousel on top which when “triggered” would drop a ball, the ball would
then pass through the IR beam, temporarily breaking the invisible stream of light. This break of signal would cause two
things to happen, first the feedback LED would turn on so that you knew the system was working, and second, it triggered the output bell module to fire, causing it to ring. This repeated every time a ball fell through the beam. This test
summarized the cause and effect nature of the highly visible system.
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Testing System Configuration

User Testing

Now that the base level components were functioning,
I needed to create a more welcoming and sturdy
prototype in order to test with kids.

To evaluate the system in terms of comprehension and
usability a Wizard of Oz style testing rig was set up and
tested with a nine year old boy. After a brief overview
of the system, the kid was allowed to explore the
components for an hour, and move them around. He was
then asked to describe aloud how he thought the system
worked.

At this point I was also experimenting with how to
explain the overall system to kids, since it is made of
many components. I initially thought that one way to
frame it would be to put all the components into a
body of a robot, and that the robot would make things
happen if the kid properly arranged all the components
(as inspired by my survey and the children’s tendency to
see machines as robots).
However, I first decided to run a quick test just to see
if kids could understand how a single component
behaved, namely the logic concepts. These concepts
were the most important to get across during this
testing phase. I wanted to see if the kid could
understand the behavior of each module, and in doing
so prove that he understood each individual concept.
I didn’t want to force the idea of problem solving
with this system on the kids, since it could have been
overwhelming. Instead I just wanted to focus on if
they could understand how each of the components
behaved.

Highlights:
During the testing the kid quickly picked up on how to
trigger the input modules, he shook the tilt sensor to
cause a ball to drop, eventually working up to knocking
on it like it was a door, or simply shaking it once. He
also understood how the logical pathways functioned,
getting particularly excited when the “AND” door
opened.

Initial robot body concept

!

To additional visions of how these form factors
were considered and evolved please see
appendix

Success:

Desirability “I would want this in my kitchen because
there’s nothing for me to do in there, and its fun”
Prediction/Adaptation - The kid was able to pick up on
the nature of cause and effect and understood the idea
of inputs, outputs, “and”, “random”.
Comprehension - When asked to describe how he
thought the system worked, the kid’s story matched
the system exactly, aside from a minor confusion in
that it seemed like both the sound input and tilt sensor
seemed to trigger the same ball drop.

Testing Prototypes

Visual Linking - He could predict and reason where the
ball was going to go before he launched it. Additionally
he could re-arrange the system to form new structures.

Arranging the modules

Changes to be made:

Robotic Frame - The overall idea of framing this as the
internal components of a robot never really registered
with the kid and he never remarked on it. It was in the
end not beneficial and would not be developed further.
Orientation -The design didn’t ensure that modules were
placed right side up. A new method of connection was
needed to ensure that modules can only be oriented in
the proper direction.
Light Feedback – It wasn’t always clear what was talking
to what in the system, the addition of “thinking” lights
might aid in highlighting connections.
Connections – The modules had rounded edges and
frequently caused balls to fall out at connection point.
A more interfacing, completely closed module was
needed.
Color themes – Having all outputs the same color made
them seem interchangeable. Instead color needed to
be used to mental link each remote component to its
corresponding reader. For example, only the sound
sensor and the sound ball launcher should have been
the same color.
Simple tracks – The system lacked a series of simple
tracks that would just help the marbles move around.
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Inputs:

Logic Structures:

Outputs:

Remote input module and ball
launcher. Whenever the input
sensor detects what it is trained
to detect, it sends a message to
the ball launcher which launches a
single ball.

Each of these structures represents a different coding logic
concept. They provide the intelligence and change the flow of
how the ball rolls through the system according to certain coding
structures. Here we have “AND”,
“OR”,”RANDOM”

Ball reader and remote output
module. Whenever a marble falls
through the ball reader, it sends
a message to the remote output
module, temporarily activating
it for a shot time. In this case, a
small rotating motor.
Reloading the system

Modifying the rotation output by attaching an arm
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Result

Result

System Considerations
Inputs They get things rolling

Smart Roads They change how the system reacts

Code Roads is a children’s toy which translates the
early fundamental logic required to learn coding into
physical blocks. By translating highly abstract concepts
into tangible components, kids are given a mental road
map of how code functions from an early age. This direct
tethering of abstract concepts to toys gives kids a more
concrete connection and utilizes the predictability found
in the physical world to make sense of a complex new
ways of thinking.
Code Roads is composed of a series of re-positionable
magnetic tracks that funnel marbles through them. The
various structures of the tracks mimic the behaviors of
different programming logic, and can be used to help
visualize complex systems. Kids can then re-arrange the
system in order to “program” its response in order to
solve their own problems. The whole system lives on the
refrigerator in kids homes and is meant to be integrated
into their daily lives instead of living exclusively within a
computer.
What differentiates this projects from many other
coding exercises is that it makes physical not only the
“commands” but also the signals. In this way every piece
of the system is clearly visible to kids, whereas a digital
system would not be.

Outputs They make things happen

Predict the journey through the code, not just the
input and the end result
Code Roads relies on gravity to propel signal marbles
through the system. Since it is fairly easy to understand
gravity, kids are given a clear road map of how their built
system will behave even before they run it. Additionally
by conducting a simple visual walk through of each
chunk of “code”, they can preemptively understand how
the system will flow. This stands as an improvement over
other graphical or text based systems where there is a
larger “moment of truth” between first running the code
and waiting to see if it will function as intended. This
predictability makes it easier for kids to visualize exactly
where the code began, what state it is in at all times, and
finally; reliably be able to predict where it is going.
One concept one object
This system has individual modules that stand as a
physical representation of abstract coding concepts.
By creating a single object, it gives form to the abstract
concept and allows kids to mentally associate/tether
the object to that concept. In this way, even when kids
are not engaging directly with the system, but mentally
envisioning it, they get a concrete point of reference to
work off of.
Encourage collaboration not isolated learning
The modular nature of the system encourages
collaboration between multiple users. Chunks of “code”
can be easily shared between kids by picking them
up and moving them, and in this way “code” can be
created and improved simultaneously.

Together They build code

Solve my problems not abstract problems
By making this toy essentially a hacking toolkit with
emphasis on automation, it pushes kids towards finding
applications in their own life. Whereas in traditional
coding education there is typically a huge leap between
learning concepts and being able to create something
useful or rewarding with them, Code Roads encourages
immediate implementations.

While making such a highly visible and complex system
may seem overly complicated to adults, children of this
age revel in understanding each bit of complexity from
start to finish, and proving their own mastery serves as a
sense of pride.
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Result

Inputs

Smart Roads (Logic Concepts)

All code begins with an initial trigger or input. Here
Code Roads focuses on the most simplest function, an
“If” statement: “If this condition is true, then execute
something”. Here I have created modules that listen
for specific conditions, such as, if there is a noise, or if
there is motion. One half listens for a specific input, and
the other half drops in a marble whenever that specific
input is detected. This helps visualize what is happening
where throughout the entire journey down a piece of
built code.

Smart roads are the key components in the entire Code
Roads system. Each smart road represents one individual
logic concept in coding, and is built to behave exactly as
their corresponding concept does in the digital world.
Each module is designed to connect to the system in
their proper orientation, forming a series of arrows that
all point in a single direction. The unique forms of each
module highlight the differences between each coding
concept’s behavior. Together, they help highlight the
flow of signals through the system, and clearly visualize
the flow of information.

Detector

Can be placed
anywhere within
the house, sends a
wireless signal when it
senses motion

Deployer

“OR”
The concept of “Or” is one of the basic fundamentals
of boolean operators in coding. It is used to take two
inputs and convert them into a single output.
Example: “If this condition 1 , or this condition 2 are met,
then execute this third output.”

Remains on the
fridge and launches
a marble when it
receives a signal

Motion Input

Sound Input

A number of different detectors can be introduced, such
as sound detectors, temperature or timers. Each input
has its own dedicated deployers so multiple inputs can
be used simultaneously.

This example shows a motion detector and its paired
marble deployer. If the motion detector senses
movement, it sends a message to the deployer which
launches a marble into the system.
To highlight the invisible communications between
paired modules, certain components such as detectors
and ball launchers were designed to nest together. They
look complete only when their components are nested.
Additionally they are painted the exact same color, also
to reinforce this connection.

By swapping smart roads out, even if every piece of
the rest of the code remained the same, the behavior
change would be dramatic. Changing an “and” for an
“or” would make a more sensitive system. Whereas the
inverse would make a more robust system. The ability
to completely change how code behaves with just one
simple exchange helps highlight how powerful these
concepts are.

Light feedback, turns green when a
marble has passed through it.

Signals (Marbles)

Chaining “random” together

AND
The concept of “and” is another boolean operator. It is
used to take two inputs and convert them into a single
output, but only if both inputs have been detected.
Example: “If this condition 1 , and this condition 2 are
met, then execute this third output.”
By using infrared beam detectors in each arm of the Y
shaped track, the “and” module knows when a marble
has arrived from each of the sides. If a single marble is
detected, the light beam on its side of the module will
change from red to green. When a marble from both is
detected, “and” reacts by opening a door, allowing both
balls to pass through.
RANDOM

After an input launches a signal marble, it will journey
down through other roads, following the pathways laid
out. Each signal has the ability to trigger and cause
other effects and changes on its way down. By making
each signal a physical marble, it makes it easier to
visualize which signals have been received by which
components and overall keep track of what the state the
system is in.
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Since this is a system designed to be used by kids, each
signal marble has a hole through the middle. This is to
ensure that in the event of a smaller child swallowing
them, they cannot block their airway.

This module helps illustrate the idea of a purely
randomly generated outcome. It works by having a 50/50
split, the minimum amount of chance needed. To have
more random outcomes, “random”s can be chained
together to create lesser and lesser probabilities.
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Result

Outputs

System Potential

These modules are the “doers” of the system. They
are composed of two paired components similar to
Inputs. Whenever a marble passes through the “reader”
portion, it sends a signal to the “reactor” module which
then activates. While the reader needs to stay on the
fridge, the reactor can be placed anywhere within signal
range and can be used to interact with the environment.

Code Roads at its most basic level is a marble ball track
with extra features, but where it really has the potential
to shine is helping kids help themselves. In the end it is
more rewarding for a kid to have a complex system that
they know every part of and built themselves, instead
of having to rely on adults or invisible digital systems.
Here are a number of potential arrangements that could
help solve the problems described by kids in the survey
I deployed.

Spins

If my dogs barks, and he is standing by the door then rotate the
door handle to let him outside.

Sound Output

Rotate Output
Reader

A door opener
for my Dog

Reactor

Sound Input

Motion Input

“and”

Rotate Output

Additional System Pieces
My user testing taught me that the system really needed
some additional pieces to help move the marbles
around. The addition of left and right pieces helped
ensure that connections between the smart roads
remained stable, and allowed marbles to be contained
within a closed track. The End of the Line piece helped
gathered all the marbles after they had completed
their journey through the system. It would glow blue
whenever a marble signal would pass through it.
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If my brother opens my toy box, then sound an alarm.
Left

Right

My own personal
security system

Vertical

End of the Line

Motion Input

Sound Output
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Result

The end of the road

Films

Exhibition

Reflection

As part of UID ‘16 I wanted to show visitors a proof of
concept that would capture the playful nature of the
system. I built a functioning prototype that was anchored
to a refrigerator borrowed from the school. Visitors could
watch marbles flow through the system whenever they
triggered a single input (Sound Detector). The marble
then rolled through a single output (Rotate), which made
a small heart spin. This represented the minimum viable
system, and helped illustrate the cause and effect.

As a whole this thesis was a balancing act between
playing to my existing capabilities as a designer, and
also allowing myself the breathing room to learn new
skills. If I were to do it again, I would have assigned
a higher value to allowing for my own exploration in
contrast to deep diving into the literary secondary
research.

Visitors were originally hesitant to approach the
refrigerator; however after watching other onlookers
clap or shout, they were delighted by the resulting
playfulness of the heart and lights. Once they
understood the fact that it was meant to be a mental aid
in explaining coding to kids, they smiled even more.

If there’s sound then rotate the heart.

If my dogs barks, and he is standing by the door then rotate the door
handle to let him outside.
The main film I created was as a simple
narrative to show the functionality and
potential problem solving capabilities of the
system. It’s one thing to explain to people how
each of the modules represents a different
logic concept, and its very much another to
show them in motion. I chose a narrative based
on my surveys with children in the US, many of
whom desired to build machines that would
help them take care of their family pets. The
story tells of a boy who uses Code Roads to
help his dog open the front door. This story
helped frame the concept of the project and
demonstrate how it could be operated by kids.
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One learning that helped move the process along was
the realization that the final deliverable meant to be a
representation of the system. This shift in focus, away
from making the system fully wireless, allowed me to
consider other physical design elements on a highly
detailed level.
In the end, I’m delighted with the outcome of the
project. In the early stages back in January I was
dubious as to whether or not it would even be possible
to translate something as complex as the logic that
drives all coding into a tangible system. The final result
matches clearly with the way my brain makes sense of
dynamic systems.
My hope is that Code Roads might one day be the
starting point for little inventors. That soon kids won’t
be scared of coding, but see how similar it can be to the
toys they already know and love. That such a toy might
one day make the dreams kids have just a little bit easier
to translate into our reality, and in doing so discover the
awesome potential of code.

To view storytelling video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPWKalGbk0g
Additionally I created a second explanatory
film to walk through how the system functions
independent of a narrative.
To view explanatory video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KmMmMaNIhCY
To view testing footage :
https://vimeo.com/169533454
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Survey/Interview Results

APPENDIX
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Early Explorations

Initial Concepts

Initially I hadn’t defined which concepts to
articulate. These were the first attempts at
translating anything I could.

Generation 0
The earliest version of Code Roads in a format similar
to the final. Initially I had the idea that outputs could be
inserted into the logic tracks. However this required up
to two more components to work, and it broke my rule
of “one concept one object”. This concept was then
adapted and updated into the first testing generation.

Digital/Physical Feedback Exercise

48

During the initial exploration phases I discovered that
lights/illumination were highly successful at showing
when components were communication with each other.
In this prototype I combined road tracks with a projector.
When the tracks are mis-aligned, the illumination on
their edges pulses, as if waiting for a connection. When
they are placed next to one another the light stays solid,
communicating that they are in alignment.
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Final Film Storyboard
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Testing
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Instructions From Workshop

Scales to work in

Sacrificial Concept 1

Concepts to Articulate

Small Object Scale
Toy cars
Legos
Flappy bird?

Environment Scale
Playgrounds
Interactive Architecture
Hedge Mazes

Person Scale
A Game
A social event
Human behavior

Systems Scale

Ant Colonies
A Transportation System Network
Atoms and structure

“If then, else, end if”

If something is true, do thing one.
Else do thing two.
Keep doing that unless if something specific occurs, then you should
stop.

“Or”

One of two things have to be true, in order for a third thing to happen

“Loop, end if”

Do these things, and keep doing them over and over again until the
end of the universe, but if something specific occurs, exit out of the
loop.

“True/False ”

If this is true, do this, if its not true, don’t do it.

“Function”

A function is a series of operations that are done to an input variable.

“While, do”

While something is going on/true, Do this thing. When its not going
on, don’t do the thing.

“If,Else”

If something is true, do thing one, Else do thing two.

“Infinite loop”

Do these things, and keep doing them over and over again until the
end of the universe.

“&&”

Double AND. Two things have to be true in order for a third thing to
happen

“Sequence”

Do this thing, then this thing, then this thing.

“Do, Until”

Keep doing this thing, until some condition is met.
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Results From Workshop

Example Survey

Infinite Loop

Loop, End If (____)

Here an infinite loop is told using the story of Sisyphus,
the Greek myth, where a man is cursed by the gods to
push a boulder up a hill and at the end of the day the
boulder rolls back down the hill, dooming him to an
eternity of repeating this same task.

Loop, end if is a concept that essentially runs a series of
commands over and over again, until a certain condition is met. In this case, someone is cooking a rotisserie
chicken over a fireplace, and they will keep rotating the
chicken, until it is cooked all the way through at which
point they will stop.

If this AND that

Do (___), Until (___)
A model of a giant wheel that will increase the speed of
rotation until it gets to a certain speed.

Here a classmate created a giant playground structure
to articulate the concept of AND. If a lever on one end
of the playground is flipped, and another lever on the
other end is flipped, then the playground will begin a
spectacular light show.

Check
In order to articulate the idea of a machine “Checking”
if a condition is true, a classmate built a story about
a speaker that would watch people running around a
race track. If people were running left, it would play
jazz, but if they were running right it would play techno.
This model helped give a physical form to the idea of
54 searching to see if a condition was met.

If (__), else do (___)
A model of a story about a car trying to get through a
mountain tunnel. If the car is small enough to fit through
the tunnel, then it should go through the tunnel. However if the car is too big, then it should not go through
the tunnel.
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Results From Children Survey

Concept Evolution

Claw Robot

Birthday

Every time, ““
It will, “Clean the dishes”

When you come home, if you pull a lever and press a
button, the machine will make a birthday

Dishbot

Concert Robot

Every time, “The dishwasher is done”
It will, “Put everything back in the right place”

Every time, “I play guitar on stage”
It will, “Turn on a smoke machine”

Homework Machine

G.A.J.T.A.T-Omatic

Every time, “I don’t want to do the homework”
It will, “do the homework for me”

Every time, “Something breaks ”
It will, “fix it”

Teamatic 5000

Washer

Every time, “My mom wants tea”
It will, “Make tea for mom”

Every time, “Clothes need to be washed”
It will, “Wash them and put them in the right place ”
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Concept Evolution
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Form Evolution
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Form Evolution

Alternate Versions

Random

Loop
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UID 16
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Exam
Deliverables
Final Report
Submitt
Make it real
Process
Gateway
Testing
Session 2
USA
Building for
USA Testing

Re-evaluation/Planning
Traveling

Deadlines/Presentation

Testing

Presentation/Prep

Research

Experimenting/building

Documenting/Writing
Feedback Session

Testing
Mid
Session 1 Presentation
Sweden
IXDA
Play Testing Research
Making
/Confirming Presentation things for
/Research
testing
Week
phase 1
Coding/
Logic
Research
Week
Education/
Learning
Styles
Research
Week
Brief Due
Pitch Due

A grand finale, makes lights
sparkle when marbles fall into it

Exhibition Video Prep
prep

20 23

20
13 16
29 02

17
22 25

16
08 11

14
01 04

13
10
04 07

9
26 29

8
19 22

7

End of Line

5

Beeps out a melody whenever it
receives a signal from the reader

05 08

Output Beep

29 15

6

IR Beam

18

This module makes the system
unpredictable. It randomly sorts
marbles either to the left or right

BEEP
READER

29 01

Random

This module reacts whenever
a marble passes through it by
sending a signal to its paired
output, in this case a beeper

4

Whenever a marble passes
through it, it sends a signal to
its paired output, in this case a
spinning motor

Output Reader

22 25

Output Rotate

This module makes the system
more sensitive. It makes two
conditions into one result

3

This module makes the
system more stable. It only
lets marbles pass through
when it receives marbles from
both left and right sides

OR

Phase 1
(Research)

AND

Phase 2
(Testing Session1)

Such a toy might one day make the step between the
inventions kids dream of , and reality, just a little bit
closer, and in doing so help kids discover the
awesome potential of code.

Other Modules

25 28

March

IF see movement
OR hear something
THEN sound the alarm

12

The potential of the system is to bring coding closer
to kids daily lives. This system creates a highly visual
way of programming that can help kids help
themselves. For example this system is set up as a
kid’s personal security system. It listens and watches
to see if anyone goes into their room.

19 21

When this module receives a signal
from the sound detector, it drops a
marble into the system

11

Sound Deployer

11 14

SOUND
DEPLOYER

Phase 3
(Testing Session2)

Code Roads function like a giant “If” Statement.
Remote sensors trigger marbles to drop into the
tracks if they detect stimuli such as sound or motion.
The marbles then pass through tracks, or roads, that
are shaped to mimic the behavior of specific coding
logic concepts. These concepts include OR, AND,
RANDOM and give the system its behavior and
intelligence. As the marbles continue through they
pass through infrared triggers, activating output
modules. These outputs can make things happen
such as turning on and off lights, triggering alarms or
rotating door knobs. Such a visual system shows kids
how signals and information flow through code,
instead of just seeing static text inputs.

15

How Does it Work

15 18

A sensor that can be placed anywhere.
When it hears a loud noise it sends a
signal to the sound deployer

MOTION
DEPLOYER

April

Input Sound

A sensor that can be placed
anywhere. When it detects
movement it sends a signal to the
motion deployer which drops a
marble into the system

February

SOUND DETECTOR

MOT

Input Motion

January

Code Roads is a children’s toy that allows kids to
build programs instead of typing them. It works like a
marble ball track, where kids construct pathways,
passing marbles through sensors and outputs, to
create a functioning program. The system mimics the
flow of information through code, gradually
introducing kids to concepts such as: if statements,
inputs, outputs, sequencing, computational thinking
and much more.

Phase 4
(Finalize/document)

What is Code Roads
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E

CTO
R

18

06 09

19

May

Phase 5
Endgame

21

Prep Week

27 30

22

03

General Schedule
June

Poster
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